
Smith’s Introduces New Accessories and Kits
at ICAST 2022

The Edge Experts at Smith’s Deliver Value to All
Anglers

Anglers need quality knives, tools, and accessories – just as much as rods, reels, and tackle – to
catch fish and have fun on every trip. At ICAST 2022, the Edge Experts at Smith’s Consumer
Products will introduce new accessories and value-added kits to help every angler meet with
success, both on and off the water.

Smith’s Mr. Crappie Slab Slanger Cut-Resistant Gloves are designed for safe fish handling and
processing in any kind of weather. These non-slip gloves are manufactured from food-grade
high-performance polyethylene, which is four times stronger than leather and provides Cut Level 5
protection for your hands – perfect when cleaning fish with Smith’s razor-sharp fillet knives. Slab
Slanger Cut-Resistant Gloves are both machine- and hand-washable and shrink-resistant. The glove
material is manufactured for maximum breathability, so your hands stay cool and comfortable while
transforming fresh fish into perfect fillets. Avid anglers will appreciate that Smith’s Slab Slanger
Cut-Resistant Gloves provide welcome hand protection during other activities using sharp equipment



or materials, both outdoors and in the home. With an MSRP of $15.99, pairs of Smith’s Mr. Crappie
Slab Slanger Cut-Resistant Gloves are available in size XL and make their debut in the ICAST 2022
New Product Showcase in the Fishing Accessories Category.

Smith’s RegalRiver Ice Fishing Tool Kit is perfect for both run-and-gun ice anglers and groups
spending weekends in a hard house. Toothy fish like pike and walleyes are common targets through
the ice, so Smith’s tool kit includes a 9-inch Jaw Spreader to safely remove hooks and reduce
damage to fish destined for release. Unhook fish and cut line and leader easily using a 6.5-inch
Stainless Steel Pliers and Line Scissors combo, complete with a convenient Sheath and belt hook.
Trim knots to perfection using a handy Line Clipper, perfect for use with gloved hands. Clean a mess
of panfish using Smith’s new 4-inch Folding Flex Fillet Knife. Collect all these essential ice fishing
tools in one place using Smith’s marine-grade Mesh Tool Bag, perfect for stowing in a bucket or sled,
mounting on a snow machine, or hanging in a shelter. Smith’s RegalRiver Ice Fishing Tool Kit has an
MSRP of $84.99 and makes its debut in the Ice Fishing Category in the ICAST 2022 New Product
Showcase.



Smith’s RegalRiver 7- Inch Fillet Knife Combo is perfect for all anglers looking for a high-quality
fillet knife and a perfectly-matched two-stage sharpener. The 7-inch razor-sharp blade is forged from
400-series stainless steel and shines in both fresh and saltwater. The knife features an ergonomic,
non-slip soft grip handle with a tether-ready lanyard hole and a molded plastic sheath to protect the
blade and guard against accidents. The kit’s two-stage pull-through sharpener keeps the knife ready
for action, and also includes hook-sharpening grooves and an integrated line cutter. An excellent
choice for the value-conscious, Smith’s RegalRiver 7-Inch Fillet Knife Combo has an MSRP of
$24.99.



Smith’s Consumer Products offers exceptional tools, knives, and accessories for all anglers and
outdoor adventurers. Learn more about all of Smith’s innovative new products by visiting Booth
2508 at ICAST 2022.
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About Smith’s Consumer Products:

Smith’s Consumer Products is an Arkansas-based company that traces its history to 1886. Smith’s
produces the broadest line of knife and scissors sharpeners available, ranging from simple, fixed
angle pull-through sharpeners for consumers that want quick and easy sharpening to sophisticated
Precision Kits designed for the knife sharpening enthusiast. Our offering includes both manual and
electrical sharpeners that incorporate many different abrasive materials, including diamond, carbide,
ceramic, bonded synthetic abrasives, and of course, natural Arkansas stones. The Edge Experts at
Smith’s Consumer Products also design and manufacture a wide range of tools for outdoor
enthusiasts as well as knives for everyday carry, tactical, shop, kitchen, hunting, and fishing needs.


